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“One man, One Vote.” This was the battle cry for enfranchisement during the Civil Rights 

Movement when poll tax, literacy tests, and an array of other tricks were put in place to suppress the 

Black Vote.  Now here we are in the 21st Century and the battle continues as the Democrat Party 

retrieves the same tactics as it did when it was the party of Jim Crow in the 60’s and before.  Back then 

as now, the Democrats had its slate of crooked judges, crooked law enforcers, crooked ballots, crooked 

whatever it took to win. It has added to its slate of crookedness George Soros, Big Tech, Big 

Corporations, Antifa, Black Lives Matter-Marxists, Bernie Sanders, AOC & the Punketts (aka the Squad), 

and Nancy ‘Let Them Eat Designer Ice Cream’ Pelosi. Back then as now, the Democrat Party continues to 

be a party of chaos, bigotry (now liberal bigotry), and race-driven propaganda-- all out of the playbook 

of Marxism/Socialism to deconstruct the United States of America. 

To ensure its agenda of Socialism, the Democrat Party has to appease its comrade, the Chinese 

Communist Party. Now to get that done, they had to offer up a Chinese-compromised candidate in Joe 

‘You Ain’t Black’ Biden. Yep, Biden was the right candidate for George Soros, Big Tech, and Big 

Corporations to offer up as a goodwill gesture to China. Never mind that these multi-millionaires and 

billionaires made their fortunes on the fruits of capitalism.  So, why would they give a damn about the 
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peasants—the deplorables? They know that once the United States becomes a socialist nation, they—

like their counterparts in China or any other Communist/Socialist/ Marxist regime—will become the 

elites of that nation.  

Big Tech, Big Corporations, the George Soros gang, and what has now become the Democrat 

Socialist Party already have in place dictator-wannabes in blue states who have been assured that they 

no longer need The People’s Vote, but rather the Voting Machine’s Vote. They have the software, 

courtesy of Big Tech, to further re-ensure that these wanna-be dictators will always win—always be in 

power. This explains why you have governors, mayors and the like shutting down small businesses, 

tolerating Antifa and Black Lives Matter-Marxists pillaging neighborhoods, businesses, setting up 

autonomous zones, and bullying persons and streaming of killings via YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter.  

 With all this being said and done, it would behoove Somebody in a crippled DOJ, FBI, CIA or 

FCC, FTC, or the like to see if any Big Tech accommodated Dominion, Smartmatic software, et al in 

outsourcing those American votes via the internet and their platforms.  Also, I don’t want to hear 

anything about these Big Tech conglomerates being private companies. They sell and offer stock and 

that puts them in the public arena.  Big Tech is now a quasi-government force within the U.S. 

government with ‘sovereign’ powers. That is deadly. 

Big Tech has now anointed Mainstream Media to be the purveyor of Marshall McLuhan’s “the 

medium is the message” and that message is ‘socialism and mo’ socialism’.  YouTube has placed on 

every video posted, especially posted by non-Democrat Party citizens, these immortal words: “The AP 

has called the Presidential race for Joe Biden.”  So, who in the ‘F’ is AP—the Associated Press—to call a 

presidential election? But as things are heating up with non-Democrat Party citizens, citizen-journalists, 

patriots, and Trump supporters fighting back, the YouTube socialist nation has now placed the following 

on every video which has anything to say about the election: “Robust safeguards help ensure the 

integrity of elections and results.” One must presuppose this statement is to assure citizens that the 

Dominion Voting Machines and its Smartmatic software are to be trusted. Yeah, like replacing “In God 

We Trust” with “In Big Tech We Trust” or in “YouTube We Trust.”  Of course, those “robust safeguards” 

did not stop American Votes from being NAFTA-rized out to foreign countries to be counted. Gee whiz, 

American votes can no longer be counted in the U.S.A. Of course, Mainstream Media cannot tell 

American citizens about that---mmmm, looks like AP hasn’t adequately let the American public know 

that its votes have been outsourced. 

Of course, as I write this, YouTube has banned altogether videos with the word ‘Fraud’ in 

relation to any video questioning or even calling the 2020 presidential race a ‘fraud’. Why be surprised? 

This is what Socialism/Communism/Marxism does and it only adds credence to Big Tech emperors being 

sympathetic to China’s Communist regime to make further inroads in acquiring China as a consumer 

market at the expense of the American people. YouTube has officially banned Freedom of Speech. 

Welcome, America, to what a full-blown socialist state will look like. YouTube is now the 21st Century 

Iron Curtain; Big Tech is now the 21st Century Iron Curtain. 

Moving on. Of course, George ‘Zombie’ Soros and his billions control the Democrat Socialist 

Party with his white plantation hat on backwards to take this country backwards. Soros has not only 

recruited members of Siliklan Valley—oops, Silicon Valley—to do his alleged Open Society bidding, but 

he and the Democrat Party have now recruited Blacks who praise socialism and communism. Of course, 

as I’ve always believed, “Socialism is a lazy man’s capitalism.” The latest Black socialist is Rev. Raphael 
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Warnock who heads the historical Ebenezer Baptist Church which gave us the venerable Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. Warnock is playing the usual rhetoric to get the Black Vote. He knows that all he has to 

do is be Black and Democrat ala Joe Biden. Of course, if he’s a Black minister, all the better. Never mind 

that Warnock preaches that one cannot serve the military and God—so much for ‘Onward Christian 

Soldier’. Dare I also add that in Warnock’s case that a minister cannot serve Socialism/Communism and 

God? He should know in all his worldly preaching that Marx, the father of Communism and Socialism, 

said that religion is the opium of the people. Warnock should know that Castro did not even allow the 

celebration of Christmas or allow the practice of religion, period. But then, dare I say that the Good 

Reverend Mr. Man Warnock is so entrenched in material politics that he could give less than a damn 

about The People, especially the Black People whom he claims he loves and that it is his love and 

concern which inspired him to run for the U.S. Senate?  In the history of my life, I have heard this bull 

from a number of black ministers who misuse their pulpit to propel themselves into politics to enrich 

themselves—not to help the hard-working decent Black citizens or any other citizens. 

Indeed, I could do little but laugh when the Good Reverend Mr. Man Warnock started early in 

his debate with white girl, U.S. Senator Kelly Loeffler, telling the world the standard ‘I was po (can’t even 

afford the ‘or’), Black, and grew up in a housing project, I was one of 12 chillums and was the first in my 

family to graduate from college. Blah, blah, blah …’ when Kelly White Girl came back and cited that she, 

too, went through hard times and was po (can’t even afford the ‘or’), worked her way through high 

school and college waitressing, and was the first to graduate from college in her family. This threw 

Warnock off and he could only come back that she was a ‘selfish’. Never mind that Kelly Loeffler donates 

her salary to charity. Besides, Sen. Loeffler, regardless of how white and female God made her, worked 

hard and became a multi-millionaire. She, in fact, exemplifies the American Dream—you know, that 

dream, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. talked about—you know that dream where five little Black boys could 

grow up and become the Jackson Five—you know, where Blacks can grow up and become multi-

millionaires and entrepreneurs and business-owners regardless of how Black God made them in the 21st 

Century. Besides, whatever race or color God made you, you should be proud of and wear it like a badge 

of humanity. 

And on this note, I shall like to say to Good Rev. Mr. Man Warnock, “You’re no Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr.” 

 Post-Election Day November 3, 2020, mountains of evidence of crooked Dominion voting 

machines and Smartmatic software came to the forefront. Videos of crooked Black socialists and Black 

Dems working the polls have come out. Videos have already surfaced on YouTube of a black mother and 

daughter team from Georgia working hard for Joe ‘You Ain’t Black’ Biden and the Democrat Party (aka 

Democrat Socialist Party). Of course, why should this African American mother-daughter team worry? 

Massa Soros should bail them out if they’re charged with the federal crime of voter fraud. Or will he? I 

see – I think I see one of those Siliklan Big Tech people coming to save them—is it? Could it be? Jack ‘Rip 

Van Winkle’ Dorsey emerging from the whipping Sen. Ted Cruz and Sen. Marsha Blackburn gave him in 

the Senate Hearing woodshed—no, no, my mistake. Or could it be Attorney General William Barr 

without his glasses? Oh, if he hasn’t his glasses, he can’t see Fraud. Oh, oh, Mr. Barr is heading left—you 

know, Left, where you turn off from doing the Right Thing? At the end of the day, William Barr will go 

down as one of America’s sorriest Attorney Generals in history. He’s no Robert F. Kennedy who stood up 

for the Black Vote and civil rights.  
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 As I write this, I am elated that Texas (a state which remembers the Alamo) is suing Georgia (the 

state where Gen. Sherman burned Atlanta to the ground to free the slaves) and is taking its voter fraud 

case to the U.S. Supreme Court.  Thank God Almighty! that Texas has taken up the banner to keep 

America free from China and its Communism and the enslavement of its minorities (Yes, China has 21st 

Century slavery, folks. Just ask the Uyghurs.). Louisiana was the first to join Texas to argue that because 

Georgia, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin had voter irregularities (fraud, corruption, threatening 

of Republican poll watchers, etc.) it corrupted the legal Electoral College vote process and violated the 

14th Amendment. As I further write this our Tri-State area states of, Mississippi, Tennessee and Arkansas 

have co-joined with South Carolina, Florida, South Dakota, Alabama, Kansas (home of Brown vs. Board 

of Education), West Virginia, Indiana, North Dakota, Nebraska, Montana, Oklahoma, and Utah.  The 

Trump Campaign has also joined in this lawsuit.  Thank God for Texas, Ken Paxton, Ted Cruz, a give ‘em 

hell President, et al! Let us say amen! 

 In the last century when the typewriter was the computer of its day, students had to develop 

their typing speed by typing the phrase: “Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their 

country.” 

 Now is the time for the Supreme Court to come to the aid of its country. Now is the time for this 

judicial body of Nine to right what went wrong. To remedy a U.S. A. presidential election not because of 

President Donald J. Trump but because of the sanctity of The Vote. Once the sanctity of The Vote can be 

called by AP (the Associated Press) and not by The People who comprise ‘One Man, One Vote’, then this 

nation is lost. This last bastion of individual freedoms is lost. It is incumbent upon the Supreme Court to 

hear this case where it is becoming more obvious each day leading up to January 20, 2021 that it was 

rigged so openly and so blatantly that the U.S. Constitution could end up as a rape victim with no 

recourse. We have seen too many judges who have neglected their duty for the sake of politics that they 

are reminiscent of too many judges during the Civil Rights Era who chose to look the other way rather 

than disturb an immoral and illegal status quo. This is the 21st Century and there never, ever should 

have been this level of corruption of The Vote; this is the 21st Century and there never, ever should 

have been any place for a Mass Media Outlet such as AP to call any election at the expense of The 

People. This is the 21st Century and there never, ever should have been a place where Big Tech can 

replace By the People, Of the People, and For the People. Never! Never! Never! 

As a veteran journalist, I have done my share of covering politics and elections. When I was 

editor-in-chief of another newspaper, we discovered in a small Mississippi town of a rigged election 

involving voting machines and software. Yes, there were racial overtones in this election with a black 

candidate and white candidate running for mayor. Long story short: The voting machine’s software had 

switched the names of the candidate on the inside so if you were voting for Candidate B, you would 

instead be voting for Candidate A without knowing it. When a smart young African American man who 

was a computer tech student discovered this and the switcheroo, the white man who had been named 

mayor had to give up the title. Shouldn’t such justice still take place in this election, a presidential 

election where the stakes are even higher because of worldwide political implications?  

 Because of duty, the U.S. Supreme Court should hear Texas vs. Georgia with utmost speed, and 

as stated at the end of any lawsuit, We, The People, “pray for relief.” 

                                                                        End 
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 *The following is on the Editorial and Op Ed Lane on The Mid-South Tribune and Black 

Information Highway at www.blackinformationhighway.com  or 

https://themidsouthtribuneblog.wordpress.com/2020/12/11/ballots-supreme-court-and-socialism/ 

Welcome, Travelers! 
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